Oximetry Process within Brightree
Brightree Steps
1. Create a Sales Order for the patient you wish to test.
2. Tag any oximetry documentation/files to the oximetry Sales Order.
3. Order the Oximetry Test through the patient section; Clinical Tab  Diagnostic Testing tab. Click
the box in the “Order Test” column for the “Test Group” you wish to use to order the test. Once
clicked, the “Order Test” button towards the top right will highlight allowing you to click.

4. After clicking the “Order Test” button from the above image, the following box will pop-up
allowing you to finalize what you will send to ADSI.

* Patient info, Physician info and any supporting documentation are sent to the IDTF instantly;
eliminating the need to fax anything.
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a. The “Physician” will auto-populate based off the Sales Order info or you can search and
add the physician that signed the order.
b. Under the “Documentation available” section, the documents added to the Sales Order
in first step will be available and you can check the boxes to allow the documents to be
sent to ADSI.
c. Final step, click “Submit” to transmit your Test Order instantly to ADSI.
5. Once you click “Submit” in the above image via Brightree, our system instantly sends back the
two patient required forms into Brightree for printing (Click the Book icon in the “Report”
column to access the following forms);
a. Patient Assignment of Benefits (AOB) is prefilled with the patient info, including
insurance info, and the DME Company’s information; the patient only has to sign & date
and then the DME can upload into our system or fax to our office.
b. Patient Instructions with the DME Company’s name & phone number listed.

* These two forms are ready to print, within Brightree, instantly once the Oximetry has been
ordered within Brightree. At this point you never have to visit the IDTF’s website.

ADSI Steps
1. Within the ADSI portal, upload the patient’s oximeter & view a preliminary report instantly.
2. If you have not sent in the patient AOB, either via upload or fax, send the AOB so we can process
the patient’s oximetry report & send to the ordering doctor.
3. Within 5-15 minutes, the oximetry report is released and an email notification is sent to your
office letting you know that the report is available to view within Brightree.
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Brightree Final Steps
1. View the Oximetry Results within Brightree by clicking the Book icon under the Test Summary
section in the Test Result section. The “Test Status” will update to “Completed” once ADSI has
processed, released and faxed the oximetry report to the ordering physician.

2. Results can automatically be saved within Brightree Document Management instantly.

Our process will save an average of 10 minutes per oximetry patient,
maybe more based on your current process. Throughout the entire
process, roughly 95% of your staff’s time will be spent within Brightree
vs. having to do everything with the IDTF’s site. Our solution will create
a more efficient oximetry program and free up employee time to be
more productive within your organization.
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